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Chapter 2281: Kneel and not get up anymore! (1) 

She took half a step back without any trace, “No matter, I’ve already said this before, I didn’t put it to 

heart at all!” 

Meng Wan’er’s eyes were still red as her tone sounded choked. 

If this was seen by those people who didn’t know what was going on, they would probably have thought 

that Huang Yueli was extremely savage and that she had bullied Meng Wan’er to such a terrible state! 

“Then… since you don’t mind, let me be your guide! I am really very sincere in thinking of doing 

something for you guys! Young Miss Bai, may I ask you to be magnanimous and not fuss over the past 

matters any longer…” 

Meng Wan’er was unwilling to let go of this, as she kept pestering Huang Yueli, insisting for her to bring 

herself along. 

Huang Yueli originally wasn’t someone with a lot of patience and this time round, it was on Meng 

Hongye’s account for giving her the Claret Crystal Bracelet that she went on with a few words of 

formality patiently. 

Now on one look, Meng Wan’er actually was so thick to seem as though she couldn’t understand the 

meaning of her rejection so her expression started to sink. 

Speaking of this, she had totally not forgotten that Meng Wan’er had ulterior motives towards Li 

Moying, and wanted to undermine her foundation! 

Although she was confident that her fiancé would not be dug away, but this point would not influence 

her into flying into a jealous rage, as she totally could not stand seeing eye to eye with her love rival. 

She could forget about it if Meng Wan’er knew her own place, but now she dared to stick her nose at 

her face? 

Huang Yueli gave a cold humph as she spoke out in an unfriendly tone, “Young Miss Meng, do you not 

understand other people’s words of rejection? I’ve already made it very clear that I want someone with 

slightly higher cultivation as our guide! You’ve merely just broken through the sixth stage realm and if 

you follow us along, that would be dragging us down! Valley Master Meng had kind-heartedly lent us a 

guide to help us, so surely she wouldn’t help us find such a huge trouble right?” 

These words of hers, actually, were still rather reserved. 

Everyone from Blue Profound Sect could tell clearly the feelings that Meng Wan’er had towards Li 

Moying but no one from Ice Serpent Valley could actually tell at all. 

Huang Yueli didn’t point that out, after all this kind of matter would affect Meng Wan’er somehow and it 

might even make other people misunderstood that Li Moying had really done something to her. 

Originally a baseless matter, why bother to allow other people gossip about Li Moying for no reason? 

Even though this was so, her words were put across rather severely. 



Meng Wan’er’s expression changed abruptly. Earlier her complexion looked rather pale and that was 

probably just an act but now, it had really turned pale out of embarrassment! 

To be disdained by someone in such a way, obviously putting outright that her ability was totally not 

competent at all. 

As Ice Serpent Valley’s core disciple, the publicly acknowledged talented young lady, this was the first 

time she met with this kind of situation. 

But unfortunately, she totally could not rebuke because what Huang Yueli said was basically the truth, 

and there were no parts which were falsified. 

As compared to Huang Yueli and Li Moying, these two peerless geniuses, Meng Wan’er was indeed a 

piece of trash who would drag other people down! 

Meng Wan’er was extremely embarrassed as she felt so ashamed that she could not stand her ground, 

really hoping that she could find a hole and hide in it! 

If it was usual, she would have given up long ago and even if she couldn’t beat Huang Yueli and the 

others, it was impossible for her to continue staying right here, allowing her to be humiliated! 

But at this very moment, Meng Wan’er recalled the words that the ghost mask man said a few days ago. 

“… what are you hesitating for? Once the opportunity has passed, there would not be a second 

chance…” 

The ghost masked man’s strange, hoarse tone seemed to be reverberating around her ears… 

Meng Wan’er clenched her teeth hard, practically tasting blood in her mouth. 

Her knees gave way and she actually knelt down in front of Huang Yueli! 

Chapter 2282: Kneel and not get up anymore! (2) 

“Young Miss Bai, you… you still refuse to forgive me right? You’re our greatest saviour of Ice Serpent 

Valley and if you keep refusing to forgive me, I will feel guilty towards my tutelage! If.. if you refused to 

let me be your guide to atone for my mistakes, then I will… I will just kneel here and not get up!” 

Meng Wan’er steeled her heart and clenched on her teeth as she cried out loudly! 

Meng Hongye felt a little embarrassed when she saw this and hurriedly headed over to pull Meng 

Wan’er. 

“Wan’er, get up, just how ugly is this? Let’s talk things through properly, Young Miss Bai and team 

doesn’t want to bring you along, it’s al; on consideration of your safety!” 

However, Meng Wan’er was still planning on scheming Huang Yueli in her heart and she had not even 

executed a ton of schemes so how would she possibly abide by her Master’s words obediently? 

Her neck rose up and spoke out in an exceptionally firm tone, “Master, don’t persuade me any further, if 

Young Miss Bai doesn’t nod her head, I will really not get up!” 



Meng Hongye couldn’t help but frowned. However it wasn’t nice to go pull her away so she could only 

turn her head towards Huang Yueli, “Young Miss Bai, this…” 

Huang Yueli didn’t immediately reply as she used her hand and propped up her chin, looking to watch 

this wonderful farce, her eyes flashing past a smirk of deep thoughts. 

Meng Wan’er saw Huang Yueli not talking and her heart hardened as she just simply moved forward 

while on her knees, thinking of holding on to the lower hem of Huang Yueli’s clothing. 

“Young Miss Bai, I’m begging you, bring me… AH—!!” 

Just at the moment when Meng Wan’er’s hand touched Huang Yueli, a huge power suddenly attacked 

her. 

Meng Wan’er totally could not fight against it as she fell backwards entirely! 

Luckily, Meng Hongye was just standing beside her and on seeing that things weren’t right, she 

immediately pounced over to save her, which allowed her to catch Meng Wan’er just before the latter 

fell onto the ground. 

Even so, Meng Wan’er still felt the blood in her chest surging as it caused rise to pain. 

But even before she was able to gasp for air, she heard an icy cold voice emitting from her front, “Who 

permitted you to use your dirty hand to touch Li’er? Do you not understand what she just said? Then 

This Seat doesn’t mind teaching you, how to understand human language!” 

Li Moying’s gaze shone as his eyes were filled with bitter coldness! 

This Meng Wan’er was simply looking for death! She actually treated Huang Yueli so disrespectfully, and 

even resorted to such low-grade and vile methods to coerce Huang Yueli to abide by her thinking? 

This kind of person who harmed his Li’er and tried to splash dirty water onto his Li’er was the type of 

person whom Li Moying hated in his entire life. 

On seeing that Meng Wan’er even daring to make a move by charging up, he simply could not restrain 

his own fury. 

After he wore the Claret Crystal Bracelet, as long as he didn’t use too many prohibited techniques which 

were damaging to the meridians, just taking action ordinarily wouldn’t be too much of an impact. 

But he didn’t want to kill anyone in Ice Serpent Valley and he had to somewhat suppress his own power 

hence he only caused Meng Wan’er to fly away. 

Meng Hongye hadn’t imagined that things would turn out this way. On one hand was her beloved 

disciple while on the other hand, she was Ice Serpent Valley’s saviour so she was stuck in the middle as 

she was put in a difficult spot. 

Out of no choice, she could only stand out to round up the situation, “Young Miss Bai, this matter… 

indeed is Wan’er’s fault. I’ll apologize on her behalf but can you bring her along to the freezing zone on 

account of her sincerity? If you feel that her ability isn’t enough and you’re not assured, I’ll send another 

commander from the guards to go along with you all.” 



Huang Yueli had been keeping silent initially and at this moment when she heard what Meng Hongye 

said, she touched her chin while looking pensively as she opened her mouth, “No need, since Young 

Miss Meng is so sincere…” 

Chapter 2283: Kneel and not get up anymore! (3) 

“It’s not nice of me to reject her kind intentions so since she insists on being our guide, then just let her 

follow us along! There’s also no need to trouble Valley Master Meng to send another person along.” 

When Huang Yueli said that, everyone present was all stunned. 

Meng Wan’er was also shocked for a short moment but she recovered and joy filled her face as she 

spoke out consecutively, “Thank you, Young Miss Bai. You can be assured that as long as you bring me 

along, I will guarantee that I will utilise my best effort to help you all in the freezing zone! With me 

around, there’s nothing for you to worry about!” 

When Meng Hongye heard those words, her face revealed a smile as she nodded, “Wan’er ah, This 

Master is assured from hearing what you said. A few days ago, you actually offended Young Miss Bai in 

such a way, and yet still refused to listen to This Master was slightly worried about you. Now that you’re 

able to realise your own mistakes, This Master is deeply gratified!” 

Meng Hongye would never have imagined that the disciple whom she had always thought of as 

extremely diligent and outstanding, actually developed thoughts of eliminating someone else, and she 

even thought that she was truly sincere about turning over a new leaf. 

However, on Blue Profound Sect’s side, all of them were smart people so who weren’t able to tell that 

something was up in Meng Wan’er’s heart! 

The group all looked suspiciously towards Huang Yueli as they were all thinking silently: Surely not right? 

Young Miss Bai was never someone who was so kind-hearted! What was up with her today? Actually 

had her heart softened just from a tearing white lotus? 

Cang Po Jun wanted to voice out but on seeing Li Moying’s backhand signal as he shook it, indicating for 

him not to open his mouth. 

Having derived at an agreement, Meng Hongye sent someone to prepare some things such as dried food 

and stuff like that as they carried it all out, and also prepared a snow camel for the group to travel in 

their stead in the snowy grounds. 

Just as Ice Serpent Valley’s disciples were busy with preparing the items for them, Cang Po Jun still 

wasn’t able to control himself as he walked next to Huang Yueli and asked in a whisper, “Grandmaster 

Huang, you… have you really thought through this carefully? You really want to bring Meng Wan’er 

along? This woman definitely has some bad intentions, don’t be deceived by her tears!” 

Huang Yueli turned back and laughed when she heard that, “Guardian Jun, thank you for your kind 

intentions! But I know Meng Wan’er has a problem, so I’m intentionally bringing her along!” 

Hearing that, everyone was rather surprised and on seeing that no one from Ice Serpent Valley had 

noticed, they all crowded over. 



Junior Sister, what are you up to again? I don’t believe that you can’t tell that this lass Meng, the gaze 

she cast upon Li Moying… keke, she’s simply doing it so boldly! This kind of shameless woman, if you 

were to bring her along, we don’t know how much trouble will she cause! Moreover speaking… Meng 

Wan’er does have some beauty and if my brother-in-law is not able to control himself…” 

When Li Moying heard that, his gaze turned chilly and his right hand waved out abruptly! 

Liu Buyan hurriedly turned his head sideways. 

Li Moying stared at him coldly, “You’re also quite bold, This Seat shall not bring you along as well?” 

“Me?” Liu Buyan pointed at his own nose exaggeratedly, “I’m different. I’m Junior Sister’s real, Senior, 

Brother!” 

Li Moying’s lips twitched as he really wanted to punch this ridiculous fellow. 

Suddenly, Huang Yueli’s hand hugged his arm and her soft body plastered over towards him, to stop 

him. 

“Enough, enough, you two, have you had enough or not, quarrelling every single day!” 

She shot a gaze filled with warning as it swept past the two men. 

However, she continued to explain to everyone, “Meng Wan’er insisted on heading to the freezing zone 

with us and something is definitely not right about this matter!” 

Chapter 2284: Kneel and not get up anymore! (4) 

“Think about it you guys. In this group of ours, we are all practitioners from Blue Profound Sect and 

every single one’s ability surpasses Meng Wan’er and if she follows us around, don’t talk about coming 

up with any schemes, she can’t even guarantee her own safety. If any one of us moves a finger, we can 

just kill her! Moreover, a few days ago, I just assassinated her with the mechanism, almost to the point 

of being crippled for life!” 

“Think about it, if you were in her shoes, wouldn’t you hide from us instead? Will you still come sticking 

up to us, insisting on following us around?” 

Huang Yueli’s brows creased slightly, as she voiced out the suspicions in her heart. 

Hearing that, Cang Po Jun also delved into deep thoughts as he nodded, “What Grandmaster Huang said 

is right, there is indeed something illogical in this matter! She follows us along with so many of us on the 

journey and we’re all Grandmaster Huang’s men so if Grandmaster Huang doesn’t see eye to eye with 

her and silently kills her, no one would ever find out about it so why does she even dare to follow us?” 

Liu Buyan thought differently about this, “As the saying goes, there is a knife on top of the lust word! 

Perhaps she doesn’t mind braving through fire for our Young Sect Master Li’s beauty?” 

Li Moying’s cold gaze swept over once again. 

Huang Yueli hurriedly hugged his arm tighter and at the same time, casted Liu Buyan a stare, “Senior 

Brother, can you please stop stirring up things, we’re talking about official matters! Since this matter is 

so abnormal, then perhaps there’s some reason that we do not know about. I can only make guesses 



that Meng Wan’er must be under some immense motivation which made her so insistent on following 

us, and even to the point of letting go of her pride to kneel down and apologize to me!” 

“What reason?” Cang Po Hun subconsciously let out this sentence. 

Huang Yueli shook her head, “This… I don’t know about it… so that’s why I want to bring her along, to 

see what exactly she is up to!” 

Cang Po Jun thought about it and still felt unassured as he persuaded, “Grandmaster Huang, This 

Subordinate understands your intention very much but This Subordinate still feels that doing this is just 

too risky. Rather than bringing a tumor along with us, it might be better for us to get rid of her first! 

After all, we’re heading towards Lone One Summit and there will be plenty of troubles waiting for us…” 

When Huang Yueli heard that, she nodded and said, “Guardian Jun, have you ever thought in this way, 

that Meng Wan’er insisted on going along with us, possibly it is related to the matter at Lone One 

Summit?” 

Cang Po Jun was stunned as his face revealed a bewildered look, “This…. This Subordinate doesn’t 

understand, will Grandmaster Huang please kindly give me some pointers.” 

Huang Yueli didn’t keep the secret as she directly said, “Meng Wan’er’s guts is so big, probably there’s 

someone who’s propping her behind the scenes and Meng Hongye isn’t that kind of two-faced person. 

She wouldn’t scheme against us after I’ve restored the ancient mechanism so the next person would 

possibly be that Meng Wan’er was instigated by the ghost masked man.” 

When the crowd heard that, they were all stunned. 

Even Li Moying also spoke out, “Li’er, why do you think this way? Have you discovered anything?” 

Huang Yueli shrugged her hands, “Actually I’m just guessing. But that ghost masked man wanted to 

meet in One Lone Summit and possibly that is his area of influence. Mainly it is in Northern Ice Fields 

and Ice Serpent Valley is also in Northern Ice Fields so there’s some sort of link in these two matters 

which is not impossible. If this was the case, then Meng Wan’er’s actions would really be too 

suspicious!” 

Liu Buyan also retracted his lazy smile, as he turned solemn. 

Chapter 2285: That’s it, we’re done for (1) 

“If this really is the case, then we’d be in deep trouble! The ghost masked man is actually so sinister, to 

actually plant a spy among us?” 

Huang Yueli smiled and said, “Will everyone please calm down first. Some people resort to using some 

methods, they are mostly afraid that they would be schemed against or being stabbed behind our backs 

so it’s impossible to defend effectively against it. But now, knowing that the spy is Meng Wan’er, we will 

just beat them at their own game so as long as we keep a tight surveillance on Meng Wan’er’s 

movements, then we will be able to know what the other party’s motive is, so isn’t this a good thing 

instead?” 



“So, that’s why I agreed for Meng Wan’er to stay, otherwise the ghost masked man will probably try to 

think of other ways to deal with us. Rather than guessing what schemes the other party will think of, we 

might as well just let Meng Wan’er stay behind!” 

Hearing her explanation, the crowd was then enlightened. 

Cang Po Jun and Cang Po Hun were both filled with admiration towards her, “Grandmaster Huang is 

indeed incomparable resourceful and intelligent, This Subordinate admires you very much!” 

Liu Buyan was full of praise, “Little Junior Sister, you’re so scheming! No wonder those people who were 

sold always keep counting money for you!” 

Li Moying drew his arm tightly as he brought his little fox into his arms while his face was showing off a 

smug look. 

His little fox, of course, was clever and quick-witted and resourceful! 

… 

Everything was prepared and the group officially set off. 

This time, Li Moying didn’t even bring Mo Yi and the others along. Instead he made them return to Snow 

Cloud Sky Ship as a backup. 

Huang Yueli instructed them to wait by the border of the freezing zone and when they received the 

news, if necessary, they would drive the Snow Cloud Sky Ship over to support them. 

The freezing zone in Northern Ice Fields was extremely dangerous and moreover, they were facing a top 

exponent like the ghost masked man. 

In the fight among this kind of high levelled practitioners, Mo Yi and the rest who were only in the eighth 

stage realm were merely cannon ash so they wouldn’t be able to help much even if they went over, 

instead they might just even die for nothing. 

So the group this time had decreased to six people. 

Huang Yueli and Li Moying, plus Liu Buyan and the other two guardians and lastly, the ill-intentioned 

Meng Wan’er. 

In the start, Meng Wan’er had acted in a moment of rashness just because she was brainwashed by the 

ghost masked man hence she dared to kneel down in front of Huang Yueli, using various methods to join 

their team. 

But when they really started off on the journey, her rationality slowly returned and her heart felt as 

though it was drumming. 

In the group, all of them were top rated peerless exponents and even Huang Yueli who had the weakest 

ability could also use one finger to crush her to death! 

Moreover, the group of people travelled light and were taking risks in a dangerous place like the freezing 

zone, so finding a chance to seduce Li Moying was impossible. 



Now, the only chance was to follow the ghost masked man’s instructions that he had told her earlier, to 

first lead them to…. that place… 

The freezing zone was Northern Ice Field’s coldest region and all year long, the snow would not melt. 

Especially during winter, there would be consecutive snowstorms, practically without any moment of 

clearing up at all. 

Meng Wan’er was the guide so she had been walking at the front of the group, and was responsible for 

leading the way. 

“So everyone must keep up with my pace, the best would be every single step to land on where I had 

walked on and you must absolutely not divert away! To tell you the truth, the bottom of the freezing 

zone is actually an ocean and because it’s too cold, hence a thick layer of ice formed on the surface 

which is why it feels like stepping on land. But not every place is as solid as it looks like and you might 

just land onto empty land and fall beneath the layer of ice…” 

Chapter 2286: That’s it, we’re done for (2) 

Meng Wan’er’s words had not finished when they heard a dull “thud”. 

Everyone was shocked as they hurriedly turned their heads over to look. 

They saw Cang Po Hun’s body slanting and almost fell but luckily Cang Po Jun was just beside him as he 

managed to tug onto him in time, pulling him back. 

But the ice surface which he had stepped on earlier had a big gaping hole as the shattered ice piece fell 

down. 

The ice hole seemed very deep and after sometime later, they heard the ice pieces dropping into the 

water and following that came chaotic movement sounds as though there was some living thing 

beneath howling. 

Even though Cang Po Hun’s ability was overbearing, he could not help but break out in cold sweat. 

He carefully rejoined the group and stuck his head out towards the ice hold to take a look, “This… what 

situation is this? What’s below? Magical beasts?” 

When Meng Wan’er heard that, she lifted her chin with an intent to show off in order to elevate her 

own status within the group. 

“About this…. ordinary practitioners definitely don’t know the situation below and only disciples like us 

from Ice Serpent Valley who had been residing here would know… so if you don’t listen to my 

instructions clearly, there might be danger…” 

She was immensely proud of herself but before she could finish, she was interrupted by Huang Yueli. 

“Guardian Jun, be a little more careful and catch up with us will do. There are many ice layers here 

which are not secure hence we need a guide. As for the movement beneath the ice, it indeed is a 

magical beast. Just like the Dark Moon Forest, Northern Ice Fields is actually a gathering zone for magical 

beasts but they are mostly aquatic magical beasts. These magical beasts are the same as those on land, 

with various different levels and usually those which jumps out of the water aren’t too high level but 



high levelled magical beasts above seventh levelled mostly reside in the depths of the deep sea, and 

won’t easily show themselves.” 

When Cang Po Jun heard Huang Yueli’s words, he seemed as though he had learnt something new, “So 

that’s the case, many thanks Gra…. Master Bai for your pointers!” 

As Meng Wan’er was around, Li Moying had warned everyone that they must take note of the greeting 

they used to address Huang Yueli, and not to reveal her past life’s identity. 

Meng Wan’er originally wanted to show off but the limelight was snatched away by Huang Yueli as she 

was instantly so furious that her teeth were itching, as she stood on the spot and looked at Huang Yueli 

furiously. 

Huang Yueli seemed as though she didn’t notice her vengeful thoughts as she urged with a beaming 

smile, “Young Miss Meng, why have you stopped? Not going on? We have to catch hold of time tightly 

and before the day darkens, we have to set up in a slightly smaller place with lesser snow and wind to 

camp for the night. Otherwise taking a night trip in the freezing zone is very dangerous!” 

Of course Meng Wan’er understood this logic clearly so out of no choice, she could only coerce herself 

to get up as she continued to lead the way. 

“Everyone must follow rightly and don’t just drop out of the group casually. And when I’m speaking, 

don’t interrupt, just who is the leader?” 

This sentence was obviously targeted towards Huagn Yeuli and when Li Moying heard that, his brows 

creased slightly. 

However, Huang Yueli held on to his shirt in time and shook her head at him, hence he didn’t say a single 

word. 

The group of people also realised just how dangerous the freezing zone was as they all became extra 

cautious while following Meng Wan’er tightly, with no one dropping out of the group. 

After they walked a distance towards the front, the snowstorm started to subside slightly. 

But in front of everyone’s eyes appeared blocks of tall ice mountains and these ice mountains’ height 

was extremely astonishing, as some seemed to shoot right into the clouds, which was even more 

majestic than a genuine mountain peak. 

Meng Wan’er’s footsteps halted. 

Chapter 2287: That’s it, we’re done for (3) 

She turned her head around and said, “We’re about to enter the most dangerous part of the freezing 

zone and these ice mountains are very good obstacles and they are beneficial for various magical beasts 

to hide and seeking food, so there are a lot of magical beasts around this zone and their levels aren’t 

very low so if you’re not careful, you might just meet with a sneak attack…” 

Before Meng Wan’er had finished talking, she saw Huang Yueli opening her mouth, wanting to speak. 

She immediately frowned, “I haven’t finished my words, don’t interrupt!” 



Huang Yueli merely pursed her lips as she swallowed back the words that she wanted to say. 

Meng Wan’er felt extremely delighted when she saw her being beaten. In this period of time, when had 

she not been suppressed by Huang Yueli? Every single time she challenged Huang Yueli, the one who 

was disadvantaged was always her! 

It was so difficult to make Huang Yueli fall in front of her hence Meng Wan’er’s face was filled with an 

unconcealable delighted smile. 

“This is correct, since you’ve asked me to be your guide then you should respect me…. Ahhhh! Ah—!!” 

Meng Wan’er was speaking halfway when she suddenly felt a wave of powerful Profound Energy 

attacking from her back and her heart jumped but it was already too late to evade! 

A thick stench of blood filled the air and Meng Wan’er’s arm emitted a tearing pain. She turned her head 

back while enduring the pain and was frightened out of her wits! 

Behind her was a high levelled huge sinister magical beast, dissipating a horrendous aura as the huge 

beast opened its mouth wide and the sharp fangs was biting on to her arm, as it wanted to drag her 

behind the ice mountains. 

Meng Wan’er cried out sharply, “Help! Save me! Quickly save me, save me!” 

However, her cries reverberated above the empty skies above the ice land and the multiple layers of 

reflux was magnified which instantly caused resonance. The ice mountain immediately followed with 

waves of echo and the layers of snow on the group of mountains all started to slide down. 

Huang Yueli’s expression changed as she growled in a low voice, “Shut up! If you continue shouting like 

this, it will cause an avalanche!” 

But Meng Wan’er was thoroughly scared stiff as she totally wasn’t in the right mind to think so much, 

only crying out for help with all that she got. 

Her cries agitated the Snowfield Great Wolf which was still biting her and the fangs of the Great Wolf 

pierced deeper into her arm, as it dragged her along with more force. 

Meng Wan’er felt that her arm was about to be ripped off there and then. 

On seeing that the situation was getting out of control, Cang Po Jun immediately struck out as a burst of 

severe Profound Energy shot out and struck the Snowfield Great Wolf right on its throat. 

Great Wolf felt pain and loosened its grip on Meng Wan’er’s arm, and gave off a sharp howl towards the 

sky! 

Cang Po Jun’s brows ceased as his long sword unsheathed and he swiftly added another slash! It split 

the Snowfield Great Wolf right into two halves! 

With a few “plopping” sounds, fresh blood scattered over the icy ground and the Snowfield Great Wolf’s 

internal organs splattered all over the ground which looked rather gross. 

Huang Yueli covered her nose and walked over, as she looked at the Meng Wan’er who laid limp on the 

ground. 



“Young Miss Meng, you… are you alright? Is your arm broken? Tsk tsk, earlier that Great Wolf is simply 

too savage. It even wanted to devour a lady who is as delicate as a flower and refined as a precious jade 

like you!” 

Meng Wan’er almost fainted out of shock and even after the Snowfield Great Wolf was killed by Cang Po 

Jun, she still hadn’t recollected her senses. 

After some time, she slowly settled down and the minute she opened her eyes, she saw Huang Yueli’s 

pure and exceptionally beautiful face. 

It was now when Meng Wan’er recalled the scenario earlier as she instantly became upset! 

“You… you did it intentionally! Earlier you had obviously seen the Snowfield Great Wolf, why didn’t you 

remind me?” 

Chapter 2288: That’s it, we’re done for (4) 

Meng Wan’er gritted her teeth towards Huang Yueli as she questioned her! 

Huang Yueli blinked her watery big eyes as her expression revealed unspeakable innocence. 

“This…. I’m not the one who comes in and out, the experienced one in the freezing zone so how would I 

know? You didn’t tell me anyway? Moreover speaking, you were the one who warned me earlier not to 

interrupt when you’re speaking, I…. I was only afraid that you’d be angry….. ” 

Meng Wan’er’s eyes rolled over when she heard these words, almost fainting! 

That was right, it was indeed her earlier who had asked Huang Yueli not to talk, and also her who told 

Huang Yueli that she was the professional one, asking her not to make her own decisions! 

But that Snowfield Great Wolf earlier was obviously a magical beast which was seventh tier and above. 

Such a savage and vicious look, even for those who had never been into the Northern Ice Fields, those 

with slight common knowledge would all know that this was an extremely dangerous magical beast and 

its attack was very powerful and very dangerous? 

Huang Yueli actually claimed that she didn’t know, and even blamed her for not saying this! 

Meng Wan’er berated Huang Yueli multiple times in her heart but yet couldn’t find any reason to blame 

her. 

After all, every word that Huang Yueli said was justified and it was Meng Wan’er who interrupted her 

warning earlier, asking her not to speak! 

This could only be described as getting what she deserved! 

Just as Meng Wan’er was about to faint from fury, suddenly Li Moying’s expression changed as he 

stretched out his hand and locked onto Huang Yueli’s wrist, pulling her behind him. 

“Damn it, the howl which that Snowfield Great Wolf cried out earlier before it died, had recruited quite 

a number of its companions! Li’er, you have to be more careful!” 



When Meng Wan’er heard that, she couldn’t care about the pain coming from her body as she 

flusteredly turned back and took a look. 

She could only distinctly see a few Snowfield Great Wolves hiding behind the few blocks of ice 

mountains, spying at them furtively. 

These Snowfield Great Wolves all had green eyeballs and all of them looked especially shadowy and 

mysterious. When so many pairs of eyes all looked over at the same time, one just couldn’t help but feel 

their hair stand. 

Meng Wan’er got up from the ground and dashed into the group, as she spoke with a quivering voice, 

“These….. These Great Wolves, definitely… definitely are called over by that one earlier! Because… 

because we have a lot of people here so these Great Wolves definitely feel that they can have a full 

meal. That’s it, we’re done for! On the Northern Ice Fields, what we worry most about are these 

Snowfield Great Wolves. If it’s just one or two, it’s fine but if the situation turns out like this now, there 

will definitely be more which gathers around…. We will definitely lose out lives here!” 

Meng Wan’er broke out in cold sweat and her heart was feeling ever so regretful on why she didn’t let 

Huang Yueli speak out earlier! 

But now, it was just too late to say anything! 

The large number of Snowfield Great Wolves definitely was the ultimate nightmare of any practitioner 

who was undergoing experience learning in the Northern Ice Fields! 

Seventh tiered magical beast, one was already extremely hard to deal with, moreover for ten over of 

them! 

Meng Wan’er’s body shrunk backwards even more as she kept on thinking of how to escape for her life 

later on! 

She already believed that when the Snowfield Great Wolves attacked, these ninth stage realm top 

exponents would definitely retaliate in order to defend themselves and by then, she would have already 

prepared herself to find a crack and slip away quickly, escaping for her life! 

No matter what, preserving her own life was the most important matter so she couldn’t care about the 

mission which the ghost mask man had entrusted. 

To the extent that when she thought about the possibility that she might die, she already abandoned 

the Male God of her dreams behind as well. 

Whether Li Moying died or not, it had nothing to do with her. All it mattered was that she would still be 

alive! 

Chapter 2289: Quickly kill them all and let’s eat (1) 

Just as Meng Wan’er was silently scheming, around thirty over Snowfield Great Wolves had already 

gathered behind the ice mountains. 



They probably felt that their numbers were enough and also possibly because they had done enough 

surveillance hence they slowly walked out from the ice mountain and surrounded the group in the 

middle, as they slowly pressed in closer. 

When Meng Wan’er sensed the Snowfield Great Wolf’s eerie cold gaze sweeping past her, she was so 

scared that her legs turned into jelly. 

Huang Yueli looked at her pale face from her peripheral view and burst out into a giggle. 

Wasn’t she very arrogant earlier? Didn’t she say that she was the freezing zone’s expert? Why was it 

when she really met with danger, she became as timid as a mouse and was totally helpless? 

She didn’t bother about Meng Wan’er as she turned her head to look at the other people. 

Cang Po Jun and the others were totally not tensed at all, with their normal expression hanging on their 

faces. 

As a ninth stage realm peak practitioner, which one of them had not experienced numerous battles and 

experienced multiple times of life and death perilous situations? 

Like the current situation, it could only be said to be as ordinary as it could be. 

These Snowfield Great Wolves abilities weren’t worth mentioning at all, only having a slightly greater 

number in terms of numbers. But to them, it shouldn’t be too difficult to deal with. 

Li Moying’s left hand was placed on his right hand’s wrist as his finger caressed the Claret Crystal 

Bracelet which Huang Yueli had worn for him. His pitch dark eyes swept past the surrounding Snowfield 

Great Wolves which were pressing nearer as his voice was cold but calm. 

“Po Jun is in charge of the northern side, Po Hun, South side, surnamed Liu, you’re responsible for West 

side and East will belong to me. Li’er you have hide properly and if you meet with danger, call me for 

backup, do you hear me?” 

Li Moying made the necessary arrangements and looked towards his little fiancee by his side, as he was 

still unassured. 

Huang Yueli giggled as she replied indifferently, “You don’t need to worry about me, would I be afraid of 

these few dumb wolves? If any senseless and blind ones dare to offend me, I’ll show them This Young 

Lady’s prowess!” 

Saying that, she seemed to have recalled something, “Ah, right! Later please be a little more careful 

when you kill those wolves! Try not to leave an obvious scar on their bodies because these Snowfield 

Great Wolves’ skins are worth a fortune! Like Guardian Jun’s method earlier is really too vulgar, too 

barbaric and it’s simply a waste of a heavenly treasure!” 

Meng Wan’er shrunk herself at the very back and listening to Huang Yueli’s words, she was sneering 

coldly. 

This wretched lass must be insane! 



These were Snowfield Great Wolves and just one alone was a seventh tiered magical beast which was 

equivalent to an eighth stage realm practitioner’s battle power! 

She was merely a seventh stage realm practitioner so where did she have the confidence to be able to 

deflect a Snowfield Great Wolf’s attack? 

Moreover, the Snowfield Great Wolf was an extremely intelligent magical beast and under the leading 

wolf’s command, they were able to strategize a comprehensive group attack with extremely powerful 

battle power. Although Li Moying and the rest were all nith stage realm top exponents, but facing so 

many Snowfield Great Wolves, they could only find themselves escaping for their lives! 

This wretched lass actually asked them to be more careful when they were killing the wolves, and not to 

spoil their fur? 

Hur hur, it might be easy to go easy a little but if Li Moying and the others were to show mercy towards 

these Great Wolves, they would then claim their lives! Perhaps they might just all die here! 

Meng Wan’er’s heart turned anxious as she was even more convinced in her idea to escape quickly later. 

Li Moyng didn’t have much expression on his face as he only nodded and said, “Everyone heard what 

Li’er said? 

Liu Buyan burst out with a laugh, “So naggy, my ears are not deaf! Alright, let’s hurry up and stop 

delaying time, I’ve been famished for the entire day! Quickly kill them all and let’s eat!” 

Chapter 2290: Quickly kill them all and let’s eat (2) 

The others were all speechless as they all started drawing out their Profound Weapons as they charged 

towards their designated positions! 

Li Moying’s wrist flipped and the Amethyst Light Sword abruptly appeared in his hand! 

This sword was exactly the one before he recovered his past life’s memories while on experience 

learning with Huang Yueli in the Dark Moon Forest, which was also an impenetrable half god relic. 

He held onto the long sword but his feet didn’t move whilst his sword tail weaved in and out and he had 

already stuck a Snowfield Great Wolf nearest to him! 

This Great Wolf’s chest was inflicted with a heavy blow as it howled towards the sky in fury, as it 

charged towards Li Moying! 

However, it was only halfway through its run when suddenly, it seemed as though it was frozen and its 

entire body swayed towards the right side and fell head onto the snowy grounds, turning into a corpse. 

When the Great Wolf’s companions saw this, their murderous intent and violent nature were instantly 

spiked. 

Several heads of Snowfield Great Wolf howled out simultaneously as they lined up and charged towards 

Li Moying’s side! 

Li Moying was worried that the Profound Skill that he would unleash might impact Huang Yueli hence his 

feet shuffled and moved towards the side. 



When the Great Wolves saw him evading, they thought that he was afraid and that increased their 

murderous intent, insistent on pounding up to bite him to death in one mouth and tear him into shreds 

after! 

Li Moying extended his body movements and Profound Skill, bringing them towards the East side. 

Meng Wan’er was standing very close to Huang Yueli and she had been shaking in fear all the while. 

Huang Yueli couldn’t be bothered about her as she ran to the first head of Snowfield Great Wolf’s corpse 

that Li Moying killed earlier and squatted down to take a detailed look. 

She found no visible wounds on this Great Wolf and its body still maintained the running pose which 

was flowing with an artistic feel. 

“Not bad, not bad! Indeed the works of my Moying! Really much more reliable than Guardian Jun! Later 

when we strip the skin off, it can be made into a rug when we bring it back to Sky Emperor City…” 

Meng Wan’er was listening by the side as she couldn’t help but sneered,” Make into a rug! You’d better 

be able to leave the Northern Ice Fields alive first before you talk! Otherwise, next year’s today will be 

your death anniversary!” 

Huang Yueli turned her head sideways to cast her a glance and she was just about to speak when 

suddenly, her eyes opened wide and shouted, “Meng Wan’er, quickly move aside!” 

The latter was still sneering and didn’t manage to recollect her senses yet. 

Huang Yueli’s right hand hit out a hand gesture and a burst of Profound Energy had hit Meng Wan’er 

heavily on her chest, causing her to fly out! 

“Damn you! Bai Ruoli, what are you trying to do??” 

Meng Wan’er fell onto the ground and the icy surface was very slippery and she rolled out a far distance 

away before she stopped. By then she felt her internal organs all rumbling together as she almost threw 

up. 

She turned her head back and on one look, her expression changed abruptly! 

It was only now that she realised that two Snowfield Great Wolves had pounced towards the position 

which she stood at earlier! 

Just earlier, she actually was still in a daze as she didn’t even realise that! 

If it wasn’t for Huang Yueli who had suddenly struck out to send her flying, she would probably have 

ended zp being ripped into two halves by those Snowfield Great Wolves alive! 

Whereas at this point, the Snowfield Great Wolves which didn’t manage to bite Meng Wan’er all 

diverted their attention to Huang Yueli who was next to them. They lowered their bodies and gave off 

an “awrr awrr” growling sound as their greenish eyes looked at that delicate body of Huang Yueli’s while 

salivating. 

Meng Wan’er had lingering fears, feeling extremely fortunate as she patted her chest. 



But her first reaction was to turn back to help Huang Yueli, but to look left and right then after 

discovering that there were no Snowfield Great Wolves eyeing her, she immediately turned around and 

ran away! 

 


